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“Educating consumers on knowledge about cheese and
changing their perception of cheese as being fatty are the

top two issues to be tackled by cheese brands. Product
innovation and marketing campaigns are key for brands to
remain competitive, engage with a wider group of Chinese

consumers and increase consumption frequency.”
– Hao Qiu, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• How could brands encourage cheese usage among the young generation?
• Cheese for adult snacking has great growth potential
• Marketing cheese for children to parents and leverage children’s influences

China’s cheese market has enjoyed a rapid growth from a very small base over the previous five years.
Looking ahead, China’s cheese retail market will continue to grow - mainly driven by Chinese
consumers’ growing knowledge about cheese products and a greater availability of cheese products
beyond tier-one cities.

Educating consumers on knowledge about cheese and changing their perception of cheese as being
fatty are the top two issues to be tackled by cheese brands. Product innovation and marketing
campaigns are key for brands to remain competitive, engage with a wider group of Chinese consumers
and increase consumption frequency.
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A big gap between buying products containing cheese and cheese itself
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Shanghai and Chengdu have the lowest purchasing rates of cheese
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Developing flavoured cheese products to appeal to adults, particularly male consumers
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Figure 99: Next most popular consumer perception of cheese, milk and yoghurt – Yoghurt, by demographics, July 2014
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